Evolution of Terracotta Female Forms from Ropar
ffrom a 200 BC lo nD 600〕
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ABSTRECT
The archaeological site of Ropar in Punjab has yielded evidence of six cultural periods, from
the Harappan to the medieval period. This paper deals with the study of the evolution of the
female form as revealed in excavations from Periods lll and lV as these are the two periods
that yielded female figurines, through which their evolution may be traced. These figurines of
female forms indicate a gradual evolution from the simple half-mould half-modelled variety to
highly advanced, moulded terracotta forms, the most outstanding of which is a vTnd player
of the Gupta era. lndeed, the site of Ropar may be considered a nucleus for the study of
terracotta art across Punjab.
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〔
NTRODUCT:ON

opar is an important archaeological site in Punjab excavated by the Archaeological Survey of
Indiafrom 1952to 1955 (IAR 1953-54, 1954-55; Sharma 1981: 77-24).Itwasherethatth,:

remainsoftheHarappancivilizationwerenoticedforthefirsttimeinlndia, afterindependence.
Situated close to Chandigarh in Rupnagar district, on the left bank of river Sutlej, the site also revealerl
the superimposition of Painted Grey Ware (PGW). The main mound is 21 m high (P1. 56A), anrl
excavations here have yielded six cultural periods beginning from the Flarappan to the medieval
period (Ghosh 1989: 377-381).
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Schenlatic section across Ropar mound, 1953-54

The terracotta images from Ropar were not prolific, but were reported to be found ir all six
periods (Fig. 1, Pl. 568). It is significant to mention here that no image of the Mother Goddr,ss was
reported from the deposit of the Harappan period at Ropar (Sharma 1976:5-15). The rwo earlier
Periods - I and II (Sharma 1955-1956: 121-729) - only revealed animal forms and prelerence
seems to have been given only to hand-made animal forms. Ail'the images from these periods were
reported to be modelled by hand, made by pinching, with decorations in the form of aJrpliqu6
pellettes or strips, incision and nail marks, etc.
While Periods III and IV (Ghosh 7989) are not only marked by the depiction of both ruman
and animal forms, it also has better representations of female forms showing the use of sin6Je and
double moulds. As a result of this, there seems to have been a slight upsurge in the production of
the images from Period III till Period V. An evolution in the development of female forms in Ropar
was noticed.
The present study aims to enumerate these various characteristic srylistic changes that o<:curred
in the moulding of female images from the Mauryan to the Gupta times at Ropar (Sharma 195 5-56).

2. 600 BC to 200 BC (PERIOO

lll)

III, c. 600-200 BC (Sharma

1955-56), at Ropar, marks the introduction and the
disappearance of the Northern Black Polished Ware (Nauriyal 1990-91). Along with ter.:acorra
figurines, introduction of coinage, use of iron and burnt-brick structures, this period plovides
an important semblance of cultural uniformity over large parts of the country. Among other
objects from Period III, mention may be made of terracotta objects including toy-carts, animals,
birds and human figurines, and ivory or bone pendants with carved dots simuiating a female
form. Terracotta figurines from this period are much better in treatment, and are generally wellPeriod

modelled. The representations are marked by both human and animal forms.
The human forms comprise a simple flat rype (Pl. 57A), also known from the pre-Mluryan
context in the mid-Ganga plain. Such an example has been reported from the pre-Mluryan
deposits in Rajghat (Banerji 1994: Pl. B7). This archaic type of figurine is characterized by broad,
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slmboi to
heavy hips wirh a slender waist. The representation of heavy hips serves as an important
personify Mother Goddess, both as a cleator and as a preserver of the eafih.
These figurines indicate a rough treatment, though they are well-modelled by hand and
are
uniformly baked, and are light red in colour. The legs of the images are irregularly pinched and
out stretched sideways, forming an arch. only one leg was found to be intact in all the figurines
The
recovered. The legs have pin-holes which indicate the anklets were put on these figurines.
navel,
waist portion is decorated either by punches or by an appliqu6, deeply incised strip below the
to indicate either a chain-like girdle or some kind of dress. The navel is marked by either a deep
punched circlet or a pellette.
Another group of figurines depicting female forms from Period III show the typical Mauryan
by a
sryle specimens with only the head portion intact. Cast in moulds, these forms are marked
with two
beaded hair-band with a flat, circular torque on the forehead. The forms are ornamented
knobbed or plaque earrings or ear-studs, and have a calm facial expression. These representations
display half-closed, prominent bulbous eyes and round faces with eyebrows, nose and high

with
cheekbones, suggestive of a faintly smiling expression. Some of the specimens are also decorated
elaborate coiffures and circular medallions to further enhance their beaury. one or two specimens
also show the application of slip (Pl. 578-C).

3. 200 BC to eD zOO fPERIOD lU)

period IV (c. 200 BC to AD 700), divided into four sub-periods (Banerji 1994) is post-Mauryan.
There is, however, no sign of break in occupation at the end of the Mauryan rule. This period is
characterized by the presence of a new fabric of pottery in various types, distinctive terracotta
figurines, and coins. After the Mauryas, Ropar was occupied by the Sungas who patronized a typical
(Ghosh 1989).
school of art by using single moulds for casting the figurines with a flat back
The terracotta figurines belonging to Period IV A, mostly depicting female forms, are
extremely well-defined. These were cast in single moulds, mainly represented by plaques showing
richly ornamented images of yakshas, portrayed with a cherubic expression, while theyakh8 have
smoorh rounded cheeks and elongated faces (PI. 57D). Rich jewellery and bicornate headdresses
by
comprise other representative features. Yakshu are embellished with a variery of hairdos, marked
elaborate headdresses, each with a unique style. At times, these comprise floral or linear decorations
can be
held by a string over the forehead. Five emblematic hairpins decorating one side of the head
noticed (pl. 5BA). The images are depicted wearing ear ornaments and a series of necklaces, with a
large pendant hanging over the belly, in addition to multiple bangles and armlets.
The waist porrion is ornamented with multiple girdles composed of chains or beads, held
portion.
rogerher by a buckle in the cenrre. The ends of the girdle may be found hanging over the thigh
portion. Wavy traces of
Some figurines are shor,rm with the left hand placed on the well-balanced waist
hand is raised
her dress can be seen hanging on her two sides from the back of her head while the right
figurine
above the right breast, probably holding some object which is nct identifiable clearly. The
has well-modelled roundish breasts with a slight pot belly and neatly moulded legs. In a few
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specimens the genitals are shown prominently. The images appear youthful, graceful, c|.arming
and lustrous. They have heavy-lidded eyes like petals of a flower, arch-shaped eyebrows, sharp nose
and lotus-like countenance displaying a smiling expression.
A single mould of a female form was found showing a beaded waistband in addition ,,o other
ornaments (Pl. 5BB). There are some delicately moulded busts in dull red colour, having elep;ant but
soft expression. Decorations comprise kundola, beaded garlands and necklaces, showing elegant hair
style, adorned with an elaborate floral coiffure (P1. 5BC). The figurines are well compos:d with
attractive decorations and a style quite unique to this region not very far from the features knora.n in rhe
Gangetic region (Gupta 1950, 7972; Poster 1986: 85-116).
During the Kushan period, hand-modelled figurines were more common, marked by regional
sryle (Pl. 59A). Narrative reliefs were less commonly made in terracotra. The figurines of thir; period
are Senerally coarse, crude and dull red in colour. Their shapes are also rudimentary (pt. 598).
Roughly made female forms are devoid of any physicai features or elaborate ornamentation. Most
importantly, the images of this period (IV B) lack the elegance and beauty characteristir: of the
earlier examples, as represented by the Mauryan and Sunga specimens.
Only nivo standing female forms exhibit pinched face, broad heavy waist, with one rt/earing
a round beaded appliqu6 waist band, hands hanging down on her sides. Breasts also are shown by
flat appliqu6 pellettes. Another form shows hands and legs pinched out with wide hips and small
breasts. One example (Pl. 59A, left) reminds us of a form reported from Taxila (Marshall 1951).
There is however, no finely moulded figurine reported from this level at Ropar.
Period IV C yielded Gupta period deposit. The terraconas reported from this period are nor
many but are represented by female forms with characteristic charm, grace and elegance (pl. 60A).
The figurines speak of technical advancement in craftsmanship which are either mould-rrade or
half hand-made. In addition to the busts of femaies wearing garlands, necklaces and elaborate
coifftrre, there is one superb example of a female musician.
The female musician (Sharma 1955-56; Banerji in press) in the form of a vtna-player, sits
gracefully with a vrna lying bemeen her thighs and breast with her head slightly bent down on her right
(Pl. 60C). The representation is extremely soft and elegant. The musician's fingers appear to be dt:licately
playing with the strings of the vrna. Folds of her drapery can be seen gathered near her feet. The figurine
sits cross-legged, with her eyes open. She is depicted with an attracrive coiffure, which consists :f a bun
at the back, resting on her shoulder. She wears, in addition, a pair of round ear studs. Traces of drapery
are also visible on her arm and below her shoulder. This delineation of a vrna-player resembles the
representation of Samudragupta's depiction on coins (Altekar 1954:IXVI[-X, Pl. VI,6-8.54); anC a]so of
VasavadattA in a Sanskrit play, Svapnavasavadattd, composed by Bhasa (Sharma 1955-56: 126).
Another unique representation depicts the bust of a female who hoids a de,c61n1g6
kalasa-hke object in her right hand, placed on her right shoulder, wirh the other arm akimbo (I,1. 608).
With her usual ornaments - a garland of beads with hanging earrings, bangles and waist bernd, she
appears delicate and elegant. Also noteworthy are some fragmentary busts decorated with the usual
dress and ornaments of the Gupta sryle.
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4. CONCTUSION

female forms from Ropar indicate an evolution
femaie
both in terms of the technique as well as the style of modelling. whiie in the first stage, the
halfforms show oniy the exclusive hand-made examples which were prevalent alongside the

The aforementioned terracorta images

of

in the latter
moulded-half-modelled variety, though no complete female form could be reported even
mention
half of this period (nI B) which witnessed the rule of the Mauryas. Ir is also iirteresting to
that the recovery of polished ring-stones reported from Period III B, from Ropar, are minutely
practice oivenerating
carved with images and motifs of a female with broad hips, corroborating the
the goddess of fertiliry during this period.
popularity of female images could also be attested to by the evidence of another female form
evidence would
surmounring a fragmentary hollow handle of an unidentified copper object' This
of
definitely poinr to the practice of worship of the Mother Goddess which made the inhabitants
a limited number'
this period invent u r,* variety of images with elaborate decoration though in
hairdo, and
The use of moulds brought some innovative changes in the form of ornamentation,
and thick lips, etc'
unique facial features such as rounded mouth, half-closed eyes, high cheekbones
using
With the beginning of Period IV, there appears a new variery of figurines made by
regions. Sites like
single moulds, thereby depicting a new type quite well known in the Gangetic
(Biswas
1981), among
Kausambi (Kala 1950), Tamluk (Mandal tg87), and Chandraketugarh
IV A, largely
others, are worth mentioning. Typical Sunga plaques are reported from sub-period
depicting the images ofYckshB.
majestically in
Sub-period IV A has yielded complete representations of yakshis standing
physical and
their rich atrire. Their yourhful bodies appear bold and graceful due to their unique
for the first time at
facial features, which are obscured by dress and rich ornamentation, introduced
images of the
this site during this period. These new features in the plaques portraying female
Sunga sryle have made them unique.

In the next sub-period, IV B, rhere is a marked decline not only in the technique but also
these forms are
in detailed modelling. As noticed in the female images of this Kushan sub-period,
features, or any
irregularly modelled by hand without any emphasis on detailed physical and facial
by a new style which
attempt at decoration. In contrast, the next sub-period IV C is again marked
allure and unique
is typical of Gupta terracotta art. These images are characterized by elegance,
and rich
physical and facial features, as well as minute folds of drapery depicting the dress,

of a musician
etc. The most interesting female image undoubtedly remains the portrayal
described above, which is an outstanding creation of the Gupta artists'
terracotta
Though Ropar is far from the main centre, which produced specimens of excellent
developed here
art, the site served as the nucleus for terracotta art in Punjab. The art of terracotta
the sixth century BC onwards, continuing till the medieval period, and

tr.,u*".rrr,

without any break from

incorporating some changes from time to time'
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